Valcom’s proven solutions. For over 37 years, Valcom has developed an unprecedented reputation for providing high quality and exceptional service to Healthcare, Corporate, Higher Ed, K-12, Government and Industrial/Commercial clients. Engineering, manufacturing, technical support, design assistance all located in Roanoke, VA, USA.

Valcom is the leading manufacturer of IP Centric emergency voice and visual alerting systems. Strengthen your security with Emergency blue light call stations, IP Voice and Video intercoms. Valcom’s proven solutions. For over 37 years, Valcom has developed an unprecedented reputation for providing high quality and exceptional service to Healthcare, Corporate, Higher Ed, K-12, Government and Industrial/Commercial clients. Engineering, manufacturing, technical support, design assistance all located in Roanoke, VA, USA.

Veoci is the Emergency Management system for the 21st century. Built for crisis management across multiple organizations, departments, teams, and their partners, Veoci offers an all-in-one, cloud-based solution that facilitates seamless operations and increased efficiency. When an emergency hits, Veoci gives you easy-to-use tools and the flexibility to manage your response from the initial plans, to the start of preparation, to the after-action review.

With Veoci, emergency managers and the entire responder community now have the ability to create and launch predictive response plans for any type of incident, rapidly redirect teams and resources to where they are most needed, and employ tools that help bring order to chaotic situations.

xG Technology’s xMax is an emergency response wireless solution that overcomes the costs and limitations of traditional wireless options. Using next-generation smart radio technology, xMax delivers high performance, intelligent, reliable, affordable voice, video and broadband data. xMax enables real-time situational awareness and secure two-way communications. It fills a critical need of emergency management organizations by allowing them to track the movement of people and equipment, and to see and communicate with response teams.

PFI is a joint partnership chartered by USD to place military reservists on active duty tours at defense agencies to perform critical work utilizing working capital funds.

The U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Safe and Healthy Students administers the REMS TA Center to serve as a hub of information and services. We support K-12 schools and districts; Community Colleges and Universities; State and Local Educational Agencies; Community Partners; Current or Former Grantees; Law Enforcement and Emergency Medical Services Personnel.

The U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Safe and Healthy Students administers the REMS TA Center to serve as a hub of information and services. We support K-12 schools and districts; Community Colleges and Universities; State and Local Educational Agencies; Community Partners; Current or Former Grantees; Law Enforcement and Emergency Medical Services Personnel.

The REMS Technical Assistance Center's xMax is an emergency response wireless solution that overcomes the costs and limitations of traditional wireless options. Using next-generation smart radio technology, xMax delivers high performance, intelligent, reliable, affordable voice, video and broadband data. xMax enables real-time situational awareness and secure two-way communications. It fills a critical need of emergency management organizations by allowing them to track the movement of people and equipment, and to see and communicate with response teams.